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CONTINUITY OF MAPPINGS OF VECTOR LATTICES

WITH NORMS AND SEMINORMS

BY MITSURU NAKAI AND LEO SARIO

Dirichlet mappings were introduced in [4] and further studied in [1], [5], and
[7]. In the present paper we take up Dirichlet ^-mappings and give a continuity
property which will be of fundamental importance in the problem of characterizing
these mappings geometrically.

In § 1 we establish a continuity theorem, a generalization of [1], on isomorphisms
of vector lattices with norms and seminorms. This theorem has interest in its
own right and is the main content of the present paper. As an application we
obtain in § 2 the norm continuity of Dirichlet ^-mappings. A detailed study of
these mappings and their geometric characterization will appear elsewhere.

§1. A general continuity theorem.

1. Let X be a norrned vector lattice over the real number field R such that
RcX, \\x\\χ^kl implies | # | ^ 1 , and

(1) a^\\(aVx)Λβ\\x^β

for every a, βeR with O^a^β and every xeX.

For a fixed number p>l we consider a seminorm qx{-) in X with the properties

(2) qx(a)=0

for every

(3)

for every xsX and every a€R,

(4) lim qx((afVx)Aβf)=qx((aVx)Aβ)

for every xεX and a, β€R with a^β.
A third norm ||| |||χ in X is given by
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(5) IIMIIχ=IMIχ+«*(tf).

THEOREM 1. Let t be an isometric isomorphism of normed vector lattices
(-X il IU) and (F, || | |r), with *(«)=« (αeΛ). There exists a finite constant K^X
such that

(6) K-'qxίx

for every xeX if and only if there exists a constant K0^l with

(7) KΛM\

for every XQX. The smallest K and Ko satisfy

(8) K=K*.

The proof will be given in 2—6.

2. Since ||/(a?)||r = IMU> (β) gives (7) with the smallest K0^K To show that
(7) implies (6), set

From (7) it follows that

(9)

for every xsζjϊ. Fix an arbitrary #€£F and n=l, 2, •••, and let

/ / i-1 A \ i i~l\
\ \ n ) n n )

for i = l , •••, n. By (1), ^e£F. Since t is an isomorphism of vector lattices with
t(a)=a (α€jβ),

In view of (2)

( ( ^ K?) Λ

By repeated use of (3) we obtain

= Σ ̂ ( ί 1 ^ Var) Λ -M,
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n

and therefore

n n
C\(\\ MP/ΊP ( v\ V 1 nP7Ύ* \ wVnV (+( ~>\\ V"1 nl

Since x&S, (9) yields qγ(f(xi))^K0(X + qz(xi)) and

(ID

3. We digress to make an elementary observation we shall make use of. Let
p ( r ) = ( l + r ) p - ( l + r p ) (r^O). Since ^(0)=0 and φ'(τ)>0 (r^O),

(12)

For σ>0 and ^r(σ) = [(o +τ)p-((7 ί )+τp)]/σ, we have

We

(13)

for

therefore obtain

every σ>0. On

by (12)

the other

lim φτ{i

hand

;)—lim-

=lim

d

It follows by (13) that

(14) 0 ̂  lim ώr(σ) ̂  lim ψτΛσ) ^=pτl~ι

for every τ in [0, τ0]. Since ψ{nτ)\nv~λ=φτ{ljn) we conclude that

(15) O^lim-i-^r^rr
n—*oo fl^

for every τ in [0, τ0].

4. We return to (11). In terms of ψ it takes on the form

If we write
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n )

then Xi=nzi-(i-ΐ). By (2), qx(xi)=nqx(Zi). Thus

On summing with respect to i and using (10) we obtain

and a fortiori

(16)
*κ } nv~ι n £ i np~ι

Let Ziw be such that ^x(^( W ))=maxi^^ w ^(^). By (12),

( 1 7 ) * £ = ! n -

Here by (3), qx(Zi)^qx(x) and therefore

» φ(nqx(Zi)) φ(nqx(ziin )))

for m = l , 2, •••. Since tofe(W))^(7m (n^tri), (15) implies by (17) that

(18) lim sup-i-Σ ^ ^ ) } <lim sup

for every m—\, 2, •••. On letting ^—*oo in (16) and using (18) we conclude that

(19) ςm*))£Kΐfi(x)+K!p(fcι.

5. We assert that

(20) lim am=0.
m—*oo

If this were not true there would exist an increasing sequence {n{k)} of integers
>0 such that

e=\imqx(zUnim)>0.
Jc-*oo

By again selecting a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that

exists. In view of (4),
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=qz(c)=0.

Therefore we can find an />0 such that

For all sufficiently large kf

1 i(n(k))-l ^ *(*(*)) 1
/ ^ n(k) ^ n(k) ^ ^ I '

It follows by (3) that

a contradiction. Thus (20) holds.

6. On combining (19) and (20) we see that

as soon as #€£F.
For an arbitrary xQXy x^O, let y=x/\\x\\χ. Then

Since yVO, -(?/Λθ)€£F and

we obtain

Thus (6) is valid, and the smallest possible K in (6) satisfies

The proof of Theorem 1 is herewith complete.
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§ 2. Dirichlet jp-mappings.

7. Let M be a Riemannian manifold, i.e. an orientable C^manifold with cova-
riant tensor (gij)fj=1 on M such that for each parametric ball (B, x), the gtJ(x) are
Borel measurable on B and there exists a finite constant kB^X such that

^ Σ

for almost every ^ € 5 and for every real vector ?=(£*, •••, £m). We use the standard
notation (giJ) = (gij)~1, g=det (g^ ), dV=\/gdx1'~dxm, and have

We are interested in the Dirichlet ^-integral

) = [ \gndφ\*dV.
M

8. For a region ΩczEm we denote by WUp(Ω) (p^ϊ) the Sobolev (l,p) space
(cf. Yosida [8]). The local Sobolev (1, p)-space W\£(M) over a Riemannian manifold
M is the space of functions f on M such that / | β € W1*-^) for every parametric
ball ΩaM. We consider the subspace

WP(M) =

9. Let T be a homemorphism of a Riemannian manifold Mi onto another M2

such that /€ PFWi) if and only if T*f£Wp(M2), where T*f=foT~1. We shall
call such a 21 a Dirichlet p-mapping (p^ϊ). From a potential-theoretic viewpoint,
an important problem is to characterize such mappings geometrically. For p=2 a
complete solution of the problem was given in [2], [3]. To study T for a general
p>l, we establish here the following norm continuity, which will play a funda-
mental role in our problem:

THEOREM 2. A Dirichlet p-mapping T (/>>1) is norm continuous: there exists a
finite constant K^l such that

(21) K-1Di1U
f)^Dp

Mi(T*f)^KDίιif)

for every f in Wv(Mi).

We shall sketch the proof, the details being left to the reader. The case p=l
remains open.

10. The spaces

χ= WP(M!) Π L~(Mi), Y= WP(M2) Π L°
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with norms

ll IU=ll IU-cjf1), IHIr=IHU«cjr8)

are seen to be vector lattices under the pointwise operations

/Λ0=min (/, g), /Vg^=max (/, g).

Endow X and Y with the seminorms

It is readily verified that (Z, || |U)> (Y> II IIΓ), and the isomorphism t given by

satisfy all conditions of Theorem 1.

11. The spaces (X, | | | ||U), (Γ, | | | | | |r) are seen to be Banach algebras. Since t

is an algebraic isomorphism of X onto Y, Gelfand's theorem applies (e.g. Rickart

[6]): there exists a finite constant K^l such that

(22) K

for all feX. By Theorem 1, (22) is equivalent to

(23) K^qχ{f)mγ{Kf))^Kqx{f)

for all feX. This gives (21).
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